We use a semianalytic model to examine the collapse of supercritical cores (i.e., cores with a mass-toÑux ratio exceeding a critical value). Recent numerical simulations of the formation and contraction of supercritical cores show that the inner solution tends toward self-similar evolution. We use this feature to develop analytic expressions for quantities such as the density, angular velocity, and magnetic Ðeld. All forces involved in the problem (gravitational, magnetic, thermal, and centrifugal) can be calculated analytically in the thin-disk geometry of the problem. The role of each force during the contraction is analyzed. We identify the key role of ambipolar di †usion in producing a departure from an exact similarity solution. The slow leakage of magnetic Ñux during the supercritical phase is enough to signiÐ-cantly accelerate an otherwise nearÈquasi-static contraction. This leads to dynamic collapse with supersonic infall speeds in the innermost region of the core by the time of protostar formation. We Ðnd a time-dependent semianalytic solution for the late supercritical phase, and asymptotic forms are obtained for important proÐles at the moment that a central protostar is formed. We obtain estimates for the rotational velocity, infall velocity, and mass accretion rate at this moment. The mass accretion rate is signiÐcantly greater than the canonical C3/G (where C is the isothermal sound speed and G is the universal gravitational constant) at the moment of protostar formation, although we argue that it is timedependent and will eventually decrease. Comparisons are made with the predictions of existing spherical similarity solutions.
INTRODUCTION
The manner in which an interstellar cloud (or cloud fragment) undergoes gravitational contraction and star formation has been the subject of considerable theoretical study during the last few decades. Early numerical simulations of spherical collapse (of initially uniform density spheres) by found that the solution remains Larson (1969) isothermal over a wide range of density and spatial scales in the cloud, and that the approach to the formation of a central density singularity (i.e., when a point mass begins to develop at r \ 0) can be described by an asymptotic similarity solution for an isothermal sphere. This similarity solution, also developed by is known as the Penston (1969), Larson-Penston (hereafter LP) solution. It is characterized by a shrinking near uniform-density central region, surrounded by a density proÐle proportional to r~2. The central acceleration is 0.4 times gravity and the infall velocity is [3.3 times the isothermal sound speed C at large radii. In the limit that the central density is inÐnite (when a Ðnite mass, or stellar core, begins to develop at r \ 0) the density is everywhere proportional to r~2 and the velocity is [3.3C at all radii.
A di †erent class of similarity solutions was found by Shu in which the density has an inÐnite central peak in (1977) , the initial state. The standard solution starts with an equilibrium singular isothermal sphere (with density o \ C2/ 2nGr2). The sphere is highly unstable due to the inÐnite central density. Collapse is initiated at the center and the infall spreads outward (with speed C) at the head of an expansion wave. Thus, ShuÏs solution begins at the moment of stellar core formation, but with zero infall velocity and acceleration, in contrast to the values of the LP solution at this time.
The two distinct classes of similarity solutions represented by the Shu and LP solutions have been further extended by who found a discrete set of solutions, and Hunter (1977) , by & Summers who showed that there is Whitworth (1985) , a continuum of possible solutions. The Shu and LP solutions were found to represent two opposing limits of the possible similarity solutions for isothermal spherical collapse.
In order to see which similarity solutions were more representative of spherical collapse, and Hunter (1977) Foster & Chevalier carried out numerical hydrodynamic (1993) simulations of isothermal spherical collapse that started from marginally unstable (therefore, not singular) equilibrium Bonner-Ebert spheres. Their results show that the inner proÐles (where a similarity solution is expected to be valid) tend asymptotically toward the LP solution, with supersonic velocities close to [3.3C. Aware of this criticism, Li & Shu claim that the hydromagnetic (1996, 1997) case is qualitatively di †erent in that magnetic Ðelds can enforce a quasi-static approach to a near-equilibrium singular density proÐle (see also the earlier claim by Adams, Shu, & Lizano 1987 1994, 1995a, 1995b) . tion of molecular cloud by ambipolar di †usion in an cores1 initially subcritical (i.e., having a mass-to-Ñux ratio below the critical value for gravitational collapse) cloud. The gravitationally induced drift of neutral matter leads to the formation of a supercritical (mass-to-Ñux ratio exceeding the critical value) subregion of the cloud, which then contracts more rapidly than its surroundings. These supercritical cores are identiÐed with the so-called dense cores in molecular clouds, which are the sites of ongoing star formation in our Galaxy & Benson & (Myers 1983 ; Benson Myers The numerical simulations all reveal that the 1989). inner region of the supercritical cores tend to evolve through a series of self-similar proÐles.
In this paper, we study the evolution of a supercritical core using analytic techniques. We develop analytic expressions for the self-similar proÐles in the inner region. All analytic expressions are motivated through physical arguments. All forces in the inner region are calculated analytically, and the approach to self-similar evolution allows us to develop a semianalytic model for the collapse. In addition to increasing conceptual understanding of the evolution of supercritical cores, our model allows us to obtain asymptotic values that describe the protostellar environment at the moment that a central density singularity (i.e., a point mass or stellar core) is formed. Ambipolar di †usion is shown to play an important role, even in the supercritical phase, and accelerates the approach to a central density singularity.
Our study shows that magnetic Ðelds cannot enforce a quasi-static approach to stellar core formation, due to the subtle but important role of ambipolar di †usion in the supercritical phase. We obtain analytic expressions for the infall velocity, rotational velocity, and mass accretion rate as a stellar core is formed. Our values are in qualitative agreement (though there are quantitative di †erences) with hydrodynamic simulations that show rapid infall and acceleration just prior to stellar core formation. Therefore, the inner solution is more similar to the LP solution than the Shu solution at this time.
We review the results of numerical simulations of supercritical core evolution in In we develop analytic°2.°3, expressions for the inner proÐles of physical variables and use them to analyze the evolution of the core. In we°4 develop a semianalytic solution for the collapse. Limiting values for the moment of stellar core formation are obtained analytically. A discussion of the physical meaning of the results and their implications for theory and observation are given in A summary of main results is given in°5. A reader interested in the main physical conclusions and°6. who wishes to skip the mathematical details may concentrate on°°and as well as the discussion in 3.4, 4.3, 4.4,°°a nd 56 .
. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL MODELS OF SUPERCRITICAL CORE EVOLUTION
In this section, we review the general picture of core formation and contraction found by & Mouschovias Fiedler hereafter Ciolek & Mouschovias (1993, FM93) , (1993 , 1994 , hereafter and Basu & Mous-1995 , CM93, CM94, CM95), chovias hereafter (1994 , 1995a , 1995b BM94, BM95a, Their detailed numerical simulations reveal the BM95b). following scenario for supercritical core formation and evolution. In an initially subcritical cloud, gravitational infall occurs only as rapidly as allowed by ambipolar di †u-sion, the relative drift of neutral and charged particles. The neutrals fall in toward a local gravitating center, impeded by collisions with the charged particles, which remain nearly stationary along with the magnetic Ðeld, as originally pointed out by This infall occurs on Mouschovias (1978) . the ambipolar di †usion timescale
where is a geometric factor close to unity k AD (Mouschovias is the free-fall time, is the neutral-ion collision 1989), q ff q ni time, and is the dimensionless collapse retardation q ff /q ni factor due to ambipolar di †usion During this time, (CM94). the magnetic Ðeld strength remains very nearly at its initially uniform "" reference ÏÏ value Additionally, the B ref . cloud rotation rate is kept at the uniform value of the ) b background medium. This is due to efficient magnetic braking in the subcritical phase ; during this time the magnetic braking time is much less than for all reasonable q J q AD choices of cloud parameters The (BM94 ; BM95a ; BM95b). subcritical phase continues until the neutral infall creates a central region with a critical mass-to-Ñux ratio. When this region is also thermally supercritical, with radius exceeding the thermal critical length scale for a disk, it begins to j T,cr 2, collapse more rapidly than its surroundings and is referred to as a supercritical core.
The supercritical core begins its evolution with near uniform magnetic Ðeld strength (close to its initial value near uniform column density (at the value B ref ), p crit required to achieve a critical mass-to-Ñux ratio), and near uniform rotation rate at the background value These ) b . factors can aid our conceptual understanding of the coreÏs bulk properties and its evolution. For example, using the fact that the core must be both thermally and magnetically critical, obtained a simple scaling between the core BM95b mass or speciÐc angular momentum and the initial magnetic Ðeld strength. In we also use these properties to°3.1 develop analytic expressions for the magnetic Ðeld and angular velocity proÐles within the core during the late stages of collapse. The gravitational contraction of the core proceeds in a highly nonhomologous manner. There is a relatively small, shrinking near-uniform column density region surrounded by a power-law proÐle outside. The power-law index for the column density proÐle achieves the value [1 (the density proÐle has index [2) just outside the uniform region, but increases to [0.7 at the boundary of the supercritical core, in the standard model of The BM94. contraction is rapid enough that a mass shell contracts with relatively slow Ñux loss (but see and angular momen-°3.4) tum loss, since the ambipolar di †usion and magnetic 2 The thermal critical length scale is deÐned to be one-half the j T,cr critical size of a gravitationally unstable region so (Mouschovias 1991) , that it can be used as a critical radius when interpreting numerical results. For an application to thin disks (as done in this paper), and CM94 BM94 took it to equal one-half the critical wavelength for gravitational instability in a thin disk.
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Vol. 485 braking timescales are signiÐcantly longer than the contraction timescale. shows the evolution of radial proÐles of the Figure 1 column density p, vertical component of the magnetic Ðeld and angular velocity ) at Ðve di †erent times following B z , the formation of a supercritical core, in the standard model of Successive curves represent the time at which the BM94. central density is a factor of 10 higher than in the previous one. The star denotes the position separating the supercritical core from the subcritical envelope at the end of the run. The inner proÐles of the supercritical core show a clear tendency to evolve in a self-similar manner.
AN ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE INNER SOLUTION
In this section, we develop analytic expressions for the proÐles of important physical quantities and calculate all forces (gravitational, thermal pressure, centrifugal, and magnetic) analytically. This increases our conceptual understanding of the results of numerical simulations. We identify the important role played by ambipolar di †usion even during the supercritical phase and show how a slow leakage of Ñux relative to the mass is sufficient to transform an otherwise nearÈquasi-static contraction into dynamic collapse.
Self-Similar ProÐles
We expect that a collapse solution will assume a selfsimilar form when the boundary and initial conditions no longer introduce any characteristic dimensional parameters, and the only parameters describing the Ñow are the isothermal sound speed C and the universal gravitational constant G. This is expected to occur in an inner region of the cloud much smaller than the overall size of the cloud (or supercritical core) and at which the densities are high enough that the internal pressure is much greater than the external pressure
In the magnetic case, we also require P ization and scale. The proÐle of any physical quantity f as a function of disk radius r and time t is
where is the similarity variable, R(t) is the scale r * \ r/R(t) factor, and (often the central value of f ) is the normalf c (t) ization factor. The evolution can be completely described by solving an appropriate ordinary di †erential equation with independent variable t.
We next use some physical arguments to derive analytic proÐles for the physical variables plotted in Figure 1 . Clearly, the numerical simulations of show that the BM94 inner proÐles of a supercritical core are evolving in a selfsimilar manner. The evolution of the column density (Fig. shows that the gravitational contraction is highly non1a) homologous. The central column density increases rapidly within a central near-uniform region. This region is continually shrinking, both in size and mass, and leaves behind a power-law density proÐle in the rest of the supercritical core. The instantaneous size of the uniform region represents the scale factor R(t) of the similarity solution. Physically, the region r ¹ R(t) is the region in which thermal-pressure plays a signiÐcant role and helps to smooth out any density inhomogeneities. Therefore, we can relate it to the critical thermal length scale for a thin j T,cr disk, i.e.,
where is the central column density and l is a constant p c (t) determined by numerical simulations. The central region does, in a sense, "" run away ÏÏ from the power-law region, due to gravitational instability. The gravitational acceleration is always highest at the edge of the uniform region. The index (logarithmic density gradient) of the power-law region can be understood using an argument based on the analysis of self-similar core collapse in globular clusters & Eggleton If the collapse of the central (Lynden-Bell 1980) . region proceeds with a time-independent structure in the outer region, then di †erentiating the similarity expression of (with f \ p in this case) gives equation (2) 0 \ Lp(r, t) Lt \ dp c dt p * [ p c dp * dr * r R2 dR dt for r ? R(r * ? 1) .
Inserting we obtain equation (3) r * p * dp
Therefore, we Ðnd p * (r * ) P r * 1 for r * ? 1 .
Thus, the consequence of evolution with constant p c R (eq. is a column density proÐle proportional to r~1 well [3]) outside the uniform region.
Incorporating the properties of gravitational contraction just reviewed, we write down the following self-similar proÐle for the column density :
where R(t) is as given in The numerical simulaequation (3). tions of show that the constant l in is BM94
equation (3) approximately equal to 2 over a wide range of densities during the late stages of collapse. The vertical magnetic Ðeld proÐle can be obtained (B z ) from and some physical considerations. Conequation (7) sider the fact that both p and are nearly uniform at the B z time the supercritical core is formed (see This means°2). that the mass-to-Ñux ratio is spatially uniform at this time. If the subsequent collapse occurs with near Ñux freezing (but see then we can expect the mass-to-Ñux ratio to°3.4), remain uniform in the inner region. Therefore, we can write
where k is the mass-to-Ñux ratio in units of the critical value (2nG1@2)~1 for a uniform thin disk & Nakamura (Nakano 1978) .
The angular velocity ()) proÐle may also be obtained from physical considerations. At the time the supercritical core is formed, both p and ) are very nearly (^p crit )( ) b ) uniform within it. This means that the speciÐc angular momentum )r2 is a linear function of the enclosed mass m(r). This linear relationship is maintained if the subsequent collapse takes place with near angular momentum conservation. Using to Ðnd the enclosed mass, we equation (7) obtain
We can relate the central angular velocity to the ) c (t) central column density since angular momentum is p c (t) very nearly conserved after the mass-to-Ñux ratio of the central region exceeds a critical value. This occurs at the column density
where k is a dimensionless numerical factor. It is typically equal to 2 in the models of and due BM94, BM95a, BM95b, to a combination of two factors : (1) the magnetic Ðeld lines are dragged inward by a small amount during the subcritical phase, causing the central magnetic Ðeld strength to be enhanced over the background value typically by a factor of 1.6 ; and (2) the central mass-to-Ñux ratio must actually rise to a value about 1.25 times greater than the critical value for a uniform disk before the cloud no longer has an accessible equilibrium state. This is based on a study of the magnetohydrostatic equilibria used by and CM94 for their initial states, and it is similar to the original BM94 Ðnding of & Spitzer that the critical Mouschovias (1976) central mass-to-Ñux ratio exceeds that of the cloud as a whole. Therefore, we typically Ðnd that k \ (1.6)(1.25) \ 2. Once supercritical collapse begins, the subsequent near angular momentum conservation in the core yields
where is the rotation rate of the background medium. ) b The volume density (o) may be obtained from equation via the equation of vertical pressure balance (7) o(r, t)C2\ n 2 Gp2(r, t)
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for a thin disk. The right-hand side normally also includes the external pressure but our analysis is focused on the P ext , late self-similar stages when that term is necessarily small. Equations and give excellent Ðts to the inner (7), (8), (9) proÐles of the supercritical cores calculated by and BM94, serve as analytical tools to study the central evolution.
Analytic Calculation of Forces
Given the proÐles obtained in we calculate analyti-°3.1, cally all accelerations in the inner region of the supercritical core. We use the same thin-disk approximation that was justiÐed and employed by and We ignore all CM93 BM94. terms associated with the radial variation of the cloud halfthickness Z (i.e., terms including LZ/Lr), as they represent at best a few percent correction.
The gravitational Ðeld of a thin-disk cloud is given by
where
and K is the complete elliptic integral of the Ðrst kind. The quantities represent the greater (lesser) of r and r@. r ;
(r : ) Here, we ignore the e †ect of a correction term to the gravitational Ðeld due to the Ðnite half-thickness Z as it (BM94) is also at best a few percent correction. Using the column density proÐle of we integrate to equation (7), equation (13) 
The above expression is clariÐed by looking at the limits of small and large radii :
The acceleration due to thermal pressure is
which has limiting values
The centrifugal acceleration is
The magnetic acceleration can be calculated analytically from the thin-disk expression
where is the half-thickness of the disk and Z \ C2/(nGp c ) B r is the radial component of the magnetic Ðeld at the upper surface of the disk. The Ðrst and second terms in equation measure the e †ects of magnetic tension and magnetic (21) pressure, respectively. If the magnetic Ðeld external to the cloud is approximately current free, then is related to B r B z via the condition
During the late stages of collapse in the inner region so that
The direct proportionality between and p and B z (eq.
[8]), the consequent proportionality of and allow a con-B r g r , siderable simpliÐcation of yielding equation (21),
Thus, the magnetic tension term is proportional to (but having opposite sign) to the gravitational Ðeld and the magnetic pressure and thermal pressure accelerations are proportional to one The above expression seems to another3. raise an apparent contradiction : in the limit that k ] 1 the expansive magnetic acceleration exceeds the inward gravitational acceleration. However, we cannot really take this limit of for two reasons : (1) The central (as equation (24) opposed to the total) mass-to-Ñux ratio k actually must rise to a value of around 1.25 before the cloud cannot be supported by magnetic Ðelds, and the supercritical collapse can begin. (2) 
where is the central magnetic Ðeld strength. This term B z,c will tend to cancel out the existing magnetic tension term in when but will become insigniÐcant equation (24 small and large radii limits of are equation (24) a M \ g 1 k2
where we have simpliÐed the expressions by using equations and The large r limit of should be (16) (20) (26) the centrifugal acceleration and magnetic acceleration a c a M share these properties to the extent that angular momentum and magnetic Ñux, respectively, are conserved in the core. From a Lagrangian viewpoint, mass shells within the central region collapse with each acceleration proportional to where is the instantaneous radius of a particular p c 2 r m , r m mass shell. Since mass conservation implies all p c P r m 2, accelerations increase in proportion to for a given mass 1/r m 3 shell as long as it remains in the uniform region. Thus, an important feature of the nonhomologous self-similar collapse (with Ñux freezing and angular momentum conservation) is that all forces increase in the same manner for an infalling mass shell in the central region.
L evel of Support against Gravity
An important quantity to characterize the collapse is the level of support due to each force that opposes gravity. We Ðnd this by taking the ratios of accelerations found in°3.2 and simplifying by substituting for R The thermal (eq. [3]). pressure support is
We have used the value l^2 based on the size of the uniform region in numerical simulations. SigniÐcantly, the level of support remains constant during the collapse. The central value of 0.32 is in good agreement with the numerical results of (see their Fig. 1d ) and (see their FM93 BM94 Fig. 6d ).
The level of centrifugal support is
Therefore, unlike the thermal pressure support, the centrifugal support is more important in the power-law region than in the central region. However, using standard parameters we Ðnd that
so that centrifugal support is really insigniÐcant during this stage, as found in the numerical simulations of BM94. The level of magnetic support is
These expressions show that the magnetic tension (Ðrst term) is greater than the magnetic pressure gradient (second term) during the late stages of collapse, even in the innermost regions. 3.4. T he Role of Ambipolar Di †usion in Accelerating the Collapse In we found that the level of central support due to°3.3 thermal pressure reaches a constant value independent of the cloud temperature. The centrifugal support is kept at insigniÐcant levels due to the low rotation rate at the onset of the supercritical phase. Since the combined level of support due to these two forces is about 0.32 times gravity, it is the magnetic Ðeld that provides the remainder of the support and determines whether the contraction is quasistatic or dynamic. Magnetic Ðelds do provide the dominant source of support in the earlier subcritical phase, during which time the evolution can be characterized as evolving through a sequence of magnetically supported equilibrium states. This kind of quasi-static evolution is not possible when the mass-to-Ñux ratio exceeds a critical value. But a valid question is : how far out of equilibrium is the cloud during the supercritical phase ?
shows that Equation (30) once the self-similar magnetic Ðeld proÐle is established in the supercritical core, the magnetic support would remain constant if k remains Ðxed (Ñux freezing). Since k is not expected to be much greater than 1 (about 1.25) when the supercritical core is formed, one may expect that the magnetic support will remain large and the net acceleration will remain at a small fraction of gravity all the way until stellar core formation. Thus, if k \ constant during the supercritical phase, the contraction is expected to remain nearÈ quasi-static.
However, the contraction during the supercritical phase becomes increasingly dynamic in the simulations of FM93, and i.e., the net acceleration becomes an CM94, BM94, increasingly larger fraction of gravity (e.g., see Fig. 1d of or Fig. 6d of Here we see that this is due FM93 BM94). entirely to the continued progress of ambipolar di †usion, which slowly increases the value of k. A slow leakage of Ñux relative to the mass means that the magnetic support becomes progressively smaller than the value implied by self-similar evolution with constant k. In the simulations mentioned above, the relationship between central magnetic Ðeld strength and central neutral density was
during the supercritical phase, where i was typically in the range 0.47È0.48, slightly less than the Ñux-freezing value of 0.5. This implies that the mass-to-Ñux ratio scales as
where v \ 1 [ 2i. In the standard run of one can BM94, take i \ 0.475, and therefore v \ 0.05, as average values for the supercritical phase. Though seemingly a small e †ect, this slow increase of k has a signiÐcant impact on the level BASU Vol. 485 of magnetic support. The central magnetic support decreases as
where we have used equations and Therefore, (30), (32), (12). if v \ 0.05. This is a very signiÐcant e †ect a M / o g r o P o n,c 0.2 since the magnetic support can be reduced by an order of magnitude during an increase in central density of only Ðve orders of magnitude. The exact value of v can vary somewhat between models with di †erent charged particle abundances. But the end result is always that the nonzero value of the neutral-ion collision time leads to enough Ñux q ni leakage to signiÐcantly reduce the level of magnetic support (and thereby increase the net inward acceleration). The standard models of (see their Fig. 1d ) and (see FM93 BM94 their Fig. 6d) show that the central magnetic support decreases in accordance with with nearequation (33), constant v in the supercritical phase. The near-constant value of v is a consequence of the parameterization n i P n n 1@2 between ion density and neutral density used in their n i n n standard it is based on the equilibrium ionization models4 ; calculations of and for Nakano (1979) Elmegreen (1979) static clouds. In both models, the initially dominant magnetic acceleration is reduced so much that the ratio of a M thermal-pressure to magnetic acceleration in the a T /a M^1 innermost region by a central density cm~3.I f n n,c B 109 this relation continued to be valid at higher densities, we could extrapolate from the standard model of (with BM94 v \ 0.05) to Ðnd that then implies that a T /a M^2 .5 (eq.
[27] at a central density cm~3 at a tot / o g r o^[0.55) n n,c B 1011 which an opaque core begins to form (Larson 1969). However, this central value of underestimates the a T /a M actual value at cm~3 for at least three reasons : n n,c B 1011 (1) Static equilibrium calculations actually show that the e †ect of recombination on grain surfaces is to make n i nearly constant in the density range cm~3 n n^1 08È1010 (e.g., & Nakano This would make the Umebayashi 1980). exponent v rise above the standard value near the end of the calculations of and (2) The model of FM93 BM94. CM94, which calculated ionization equilibrium in an evolving cloud, found that the exponent in the relationship is n i -n n signiÐcantly less than (and v is greater than 0.05) through-1 2 out most of the supercritical phase, due to the e †ect of ion depletion onto grains. The central ratio of in their a T /a M model B (which accounts for the partial compensation of this e †ect by neutral-grain collisions) is about 30% higher than in the models of and at a central density FM93 BM94 cm~3. (3) Ohmic dissipation may signiÐcantly n n,c B 109 reduce the magnetic support by the time an opaque core is formed.
& Nakano Ðnd that ohmic disUmebayashi (1990) sipation becomes the dominant source of magnetic Ñux dissipation at a critical density of a few ]1011 cm~3 when grains become the dominant charge carriers. Since their critical density occurs when the ohmic dissipation timescale drops below the free-fall timescale, we expect that the critical density will be somewhat lower in the more realistic case where the contraction timescale is slightly longer than free-4 In this case, the ratio of the ambipolar-di †usion timescale q AD to the free-fall timescale remains constant (Pn i /n n P n ñ 1@2) q ff (Pn ñ 1@2) during the collapse. Since the density dependence of the central contraction timescale approaches that of during the late stages (see Fig. 6c of q p q ff the central ratio remains nearly constant. BM94), q AD /q p fall. Also, ohmic dissipation may be able to reduce the magnetic support (though not the magnetic Ðeld strength) signiÐcantly even while its timescale is signiÐcantly longer than the contraction timescale, as is the case with ambipolar di †usion at lower densities. Altogether, we expect that the central ratio will be a T /a M signiÐcantly greater than one by the time that a central density of about 1011 cm~3 is reached. Beyond this central density, a rising central temperature and continuing ohmic dissipation will cause the ratio to increase even more a T /a M rapidly in a small central region ; however, the evolution of this region is not within the range of our analysis with isothermal self-similar proÐles (see discussion in°5.3).
So how valid is the picture of self-similar evolution if there is an additional timescale in the problem, namely q ni ? The answer is that the evolution is still approximately selfsimilar, since is much less than the contraction time. q ni Alternatively, the ambipolar-di †usion time (which is q AD inversely proportional to see is much greater q ni ; eq.
[1]), than the contraction time (see Fig. 6c of With a BM94). relatively slow departure from Ñux freezing, the inner core maintains a spatially uniform (though weakly timedependent) mass-to-Ñux ratio. For a given central density, the magnetic Ðeld proÐle has the same form it would have under Ñux freezing, but with a slightly smaller central value. Over time, the level of central support from magnetic forces is reduced dramatically. With di †erent levels of magnetic support at di †erent densities, the evolution is not truly selfsimilar. However, when thermal pressure forces become the dominant source of support, the inner region will evolve with near constant support against gravity, at the level given by equation (27) .
Although the level of support due to magnetic Ðelds becomes less important in the inner region during the late stages of collapse, this does not mean that the Ðeld cannot achieve signiÐcant values. By the time that cm~3, n n,c B 109 the central Ðeld strength is several mG and still increasing It is just a slightly slower increase in (FM93 ; CM94 ; BM94). magnetic Ðeld strength relative to the Ñux-freezing value that results in a decrease in the magnetic support.
In summary, we state our main conclusions of°3:
1. The inner region of a supercritical core tends to evolve in a self-similar manner. In the limit of perfect Ñux freezing and angular momentum conservation, all forces scale in the same manner with increasing central density, and the cloud will tend to evolve with constant acceleration relative to gravity.
2. The relatively slow process of ambipolar di †usion introduces a departure from the magnetic similarity solution. The magnetic support in the inner core is gradually reduced, thereby increasing the net acceleration relative to gravity as the contraction proceeds. a tot / o g r o 3. As magnetic support is eroded, the inner core tends to evolve with the dominant support being due to thermal pressure. This constant level of support is given by equation
The collapse of the inner region is then qualitatively (27). similar to the LP solution since the column density proÐles are not consistent with hydrostatic equilibrium.
A SEMIANALYTIC MODEL FOR COLLAPSE
In the previous section we found analytic expressions for self-similar proÐles of density, magnetic Ðeld, and angular velocity in the inner region of a supercritical core. While these enable us to calculate the inner proÐles of physical quantities for any given central density, a complete collapse solution is obtained only when we can also calculate the time evolution of the central density. The time-dependent part of a similarity solution is usually found through the solution of an ordinary di †erential equation (ODE). Unlike the case of the spherical similarity solution, the ODE to describe the self-similar evolution of the disk is difficult to obtain directly from the original Ñuid equations. This is due to the complicated integral expressions in equations (13) and which determine the gravitational Ðeld and radial (22), magnetic Ðeld component, respectively. However, we can take a di †erent approach, originally used by Narita, Hayashi, & Miyama for rotating, nonmagnetic disks, (1984) and Ðnd an ODE that determines the time evolution of the scale factor R (and therefore the central column density p c ). This approach uses two pieces of information : (1) the cloud evolution is self-similar with the proÐles determined in°3.1, and (2) the forces are as calculated in Using this sim-°3.2. pliÐed model, we reproduce results of detailed numerical solutions in the inner region. SigniÐcantly, we can also estimate the asymptotic form of the solution at the moment of stellar core formation.
Radial V elocity and Acceleration
Given the column density proÐle of one can equation (7), use the equation of mass continuity
to Ðnd the radial neutral velocity consistent with selfv n,r similar evolution. Inserting into equation (7) equation (34), we Ðnd v n,r \ R r
This proÐle shows that tends to zero at r \ 0 and is v n,r proportional to r at small radii and ultimately reaches the value for large radii. Thus, the maximum infall v n,r \ R0 speed depends on the rate of contraction.
We di †erentiate the above expression to obtain the radial acceleration consistent with self-similar evolution. The a r result is
4.2. An ODE for Central Evolution We Ðnd an approximate solution for the collapse of the central region [i.e., the evolution of R(t), and therefore, by taking the small r limit of and equatp c (t)], equation (36) ing to the small r limits of the accelerations calculated in This leads to the ODE°3.2.
where we have used equations and for the (16), (18), (20), (26) small r expressions for various accelerations, and simpliÐed the expressions using equations and In order to (3) (11). solve this equation, we simplify by picking new units that are more natural to supercritical cores : the unit of velocity is C, the unit of column density is the column density p crit , at which the central Ñux tube becomes critical (see eq.
[10]), and the unit of length is which is R crit \ lC2/2Gp crit , expected to be close to the radius of the supercritical core
In terms of these units, the ODE becomes (BM95b). (38) where R and are now dimensionless quantities. ) b 4.3. Collapse Solution The solution to describes the self-similar equation (38) evolution of the inner region. We include the e †ect of ambipolar di †usion, which introduces a departure from strict self-similarity, by parameterizing k in the manner
Bv ,
where and are the central column density and massp c0 k 0 to-Ñux ratio when we begin integration and v is determined empirically from numerical simulations. Although v is not strictly constant during the supercritical phase, the simulations of (see their Fig. 6a) show that the evolution of BM94 the central mass-to-Ñux ratio versus central column density in the supercritical phase can be well Ðtted by a power law with constant exponent v \ 0.05.
We integrate using the Adams method. Our equation (38) initial values are taken from the standard model of BM94, at a time when the supercritical phase is well underway. This is the time labeled as in model 2 of and t 3 BM94, corresponds to the second (dash-dotted) curve in Figure 1 . For the purposes of our model, we label this time as The t 0 . required initial values for the scale factor R, time derivative and mass-to-Ñux ratio k are R0 ,
where we use the units deÐned in The numerical con-°4.2. stants l and k are both set equal to 2, and the magnetic Ðeld of the ambient medium is kG. The background B ref \ 30 rotation rate is 10~15 rad s~1, and equals 7.6 ] 10~3 in ) b our units. The integration is carried up to the same Ðnal central density (about 3 ] 109 cm~3) as in (therefore, BM94 it spans a central density enhancement of 103). This allows us to see how well the published numerical solutions can be Ðtted by an approximate similarity solution during the supercritical phase. In order to extend our simpliÐed model to higher densities in any realistic fashion, the exponent v must have a higher (and not necessarily constant) value due to the e †ects discussed in However, limiting forms for°3.4. the moment of central singularity formation are obtained in since the central magnetic force becomes much smaller°4.4 than the thermal-pressure force in this limit.
shows the time-dependent solution for R Figure 2a obtained by integrating
We Ðnd the solution equation (38) . for two cases : a Ñux-freezing case with v \ 0 and one including ambipolar di †usion with v \ 0.05. An important feature of the solution is that as R decreases, the Ðrst term on the left-hand side of dominates the second equation (38) is the right-hand
For k \ 1.62 and l \ 2, the similarity equation (38) . solution has a \ 0.604, so that the maximum infall velocity is subsonic. Although the net central acceleration R0 \[a continually increases during collapse, its value relative to gravity remains Ðxed at [0.06 due to the constant a tot / o g r o level of magnetic support. Hence, the contraction in the Ñux-freezing case may be characterized as nearÈquasi-static. Inclusion of slow ambipolar di †usion (v \ 0.05) results in a decreasing (becoming more negative) slope It will con-R0 . tinue to decrease at higher densities until the magnetic force (like the centrifugal force) becomes much smaller than the thermal pressure force, at which time (and will R0 a tot / o g r o ) approach the constant value implied by the thermal pressure support. The corresponding time evolution of the central column density in our units) for these two (p c \ 1/R cases is shown in Also shown is the evolution of Figure 2b . in the numerical model of for the same time p c BM94 period. Since our integration is started with a small enough initial scale factor the term in is rela-R 0 , RR equation (38) tively small, and the Ñux-freezing solution is very nearly described by
where in terms of our chosen units. These p c0 \ 1/R 0 expressions show that the solution leads to an inÐnite central density in a Ðnite time. The ambipolar di †usion case with v \ 0.05 evolves more rapidly than the Ñux-freezing case, due to the decreasing magnetic support, and agrees well with the time evolution of numerical solution. BM94Ïs A further comparison of the semianalytic and numerical solution is a †orded by a comparison of spatial proÐles within the supercritical core.
shows the radial shows that the power-law index of the Figure 4a column density is identical for both models in the inner core. A signiÐcant deviation begins to occur well outside the uniform central region of size R (enclosed by the open circle), at approximately Here, the column density r/R Z 10. gradient becomes shallower than that implied by the similarity solution. This is due to increasing magnetic support in the outer core and the lack of a simple relationship between the magnetic force on one hand and the thermal-pressure and gravitational forces on the other, as exists in the inner core (see The proÐle of infall velocity is also identieq.
[24]). cal for both models in the inner region. This veriÐes not only that the analytic provides the correct equation (35) form to describe the inner numerical solution, but that the normalization provided by the time-dependent semi-R0 analytic solution has the correct value. The infall velocities in the two solutions also begin to deviate when In r/R Z 10. this case, the numerical solution does not achieve the maximum infall speed of the semianalytic solution. Instead, it begins an outward decrease that continues through the rest of the supercritical core. This decrease of the infall speed is another manifestation of increased magnetic support in the outer core and subcritical envelope. We discuss this e †ect in more detail in
The maximum infall°5. speed in the numerical solution at this time is 0.91C, or 78% of the maximum infall speed achieved by the self-similar proÐle of our semianalytic solution (1.17C). At our starting time the maximum infall speed of the numerical solution t 0 , (0.33C) was 66% of the maximum speed of the self-similar proÐle (0.5C). As the central density increases, the 4.4. Approach to a Central Singularity : L imiting V alues As a Ðnal exercise, we calculate some properties of the inner region of the supercritical core at the moment that a central density singularity is formed, i.e., when a Ðnite mass begins to develop at the origin.
The column density proÐle at this moment is a power-law at all radii (since we are taking the limit R ] 0). Using equations and we Ðnd (3)
,
which is greater than the singular equilibrium disk proÐle p \ C2/2nGr (the thin-disk counterpart of the singular isothermal Therefore, the thermal-pressure support, sphere)5. which is the primary means of support at this stage, is insufÐcient to support the cloud by the factor 2n (as found earlier in
We can use l^2 in this limit, since the results eq.
[27]). of show that this value is maintained over several BM94 decades in density enhancement during the late stages of collapse, even while the magnetic support decreases by nearly a factor of 2.
The angular velocity proÐle at this moment is, from equations and (9), (10),
Therefore, there is a spatially uniform rotational velocity v r in the inner region. Normalized to the sound speed, the value is
which is in excellent agreement with the value obtained by in the late stages of collapse.
BM94
The semianalytic collapse solution obtained above allows an estimate of the infall velocity and mass accretion rate at the moment of stellar core formation. Since our solution shows that the term in becomes negligible RR equation (38) in comparison to as R becomes very small, and the terms R0 2 associated with magnetic Ðelds and rotation are asymptotically much smaller than the thermal pressure terms, we may read o † a limiting value of from R0 equation (37), Ðnding
Therefore, from we see that in the limit that equation (35) R ] 0, the infall velocity is
5 The column density proÐle p \ C2/2nGr, when inserted into eq. (13) yields a gravitational Ðeld which exactly balances the pressure g r \[C2/r, gradient due to the column density.
at all radii. Finally, the mass accretion rate at this time is 1984) . increasing density but continually shrinks in size and mass. A natural limiting form is when a central density singularity is formed in the isothermal cloud. This moment is often referred to as t \ 0 in the terminology of the spherical similarity solutions and (Larson 1969 ; Shu 1977 ; Hunter 1977) is interpreted physically to coincide with the formation of a stellar core, or protostar. In°°we analyze how 5.1.1È5.1.3 various numerical and analytic models (including our own) di †er in their description of the approach to t \ 0 and beyond.
Density ProÐles
All the solutions we consider have density proÐles o P r~2 (at least in the innermost region) at t \ 0. The Shu solution has the density proÐle of an equilibrium singular isothermal sphere (SIS) o \ C2/2nGr2. The LP solution has a density proÐle o \ 2.2C2/nGr2, or 4.4 times greater than the equilibrium value. Our analysis shows that the inner region of a supercritical core has column density proÐle p \ C2/Gr (or o \ C2/4Gr2)att\0. This exceeds the equilibrium singular disk proÐle p \ C2/2nGr by the factor 2n. Since thermal-pressure support now dominates magnetic and centrifugal support, the inner region is well out of equilibrium. Therefore, we see that the proportionality constant, and not just the index, of the power-law proÐle has an important e †ect on the protostellar environment.
How natural is a nonequilibrium r~2 density proÐle in the inner region of the core ? It is not surprising considering the picture of gravitational contraction outlined in The°3.1. establishment of an r~2 density proÐle is a consequence of the gravitationally driven evolution of the central nearuniform region of size R. Gravitational instability causes this region to evolve with a constant value of which p c R, then tends to establish an r~1 column density proÐle (and therefore an r~2 density proÐle by in the more eq.
[12]) slowly evolving region just outside. Since the column density tends to the proÐle in the power-law region, p c R/r the value of the constant determines how close the p c R power-law proÐle is to equilibrium.
shows that Equation (3) is equal to lC2/2G^C2/G and is therefore greater p c R than the equilibrium value of C2/2nG. An equilibrium proÐle in the power-law region can be achieved only if l \ 1/n in However, such a small value of l equation (3). would prevent collapse in the central region r \ R (see eq.
In other words, we expect that l º 1 (i.e., in [27] ).
R º j T,cr ) order for the gravitationally driven evolution to occur in the Ðrst place, and this in turn makes the constant in the r~1 column density proÐle somewhat greater than the equilibrium value.
An equilibrium r~2 density proÐle during the approach to protostar formation was suggested by Shu with the expectation that subsonic contraction would allow acoustic adjustment to near equilibrium conditions. However, the hydrodynamic collapse models of hereafter Hunter (1977, and & Chevalier hereafter which H77) Foster (1993, FC93) , start by perturbing equilibrium (but marginally unstable) Bonnor-Ebert spheres, show that the collapse of the inner region is supersonic and that a nonequilibrium r~2 density proÐle (as in the LP similarity solution) is established just outside the shrinking central region. We expect that these nonequilibrium r~2 density proÐles are a more natural outcome of the dynamic and nonhomologous gravitational collapse of the inner region of a dense core, as discussed in the previous paragraph. This process does not require the infall velocity to be subsonic. The MHD simulations that follow the evolution of supercritical cores that are initially in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium (e.g., CM94 ; BM94), show that the inner region also evolves dynamically and establishes a nonequilibrium density proÐle. Thus, both the hydrodynamic and MHD simulations show that the approach to protostar formation cannot take place in a quasi-static manner. However, the MHD simulations show that ambipolar di †usion is most e †ective in the innermost region, and that the magnetic support remains signiÐcant in the outer part of a supercritical core. In this region, the cloud does remain closer to equilibrium conditions. Nevertheless, near-equilibrium conditions in a magnetic disk do not imply an r~2 density proÐle, as shown by and CM94 In this, the outer core, the magnetic acceleration BM94. cannot simply be related to the thermal-pressure acceleration and the gravitational acceleration as in a T g r equation Hence, magnetohydrostatic equilibria do not have the (24). same r~2 density proÐle as hydrostatic equilibria. The e †ect of the background Ðeld is to increase the magnetic B ref support above the value given in for r ? R equation (30) and result in a shallower density proÐle (e.g., The Fig. 4a) . standard model of Ðnds that the mean density BM94 power-law index in the core is [1.6.
V elocity ProÐles
All of the similarity solutions predict that the infall velocity is spatially uniform at the moment of protostar formation (t \ 0). While the Shu solution expects zero infall velocity, the LP solution expects an infall velocity [3.3C and our approximate similarity solution for a supercritical core requires an infall velocity of [2.07C. However, all numerical simulations of cloud collapse show that the infall speed peaks in the inner core and decreases outward (e.g., see This is not surprising since a similarity solution Fig. 4b) . is expected to be valid only in an inner region where boundary e †ects are not important. The hydrodynamic simulations of and had decreasing speeds in the outer H77 FC93 cloud due to the presence of a numerical boundary. The MHD simulations show that the infall speed decreases in the outer core and provide a physical explanation : (Fig. 4b ) the inner similarity solution must match onto an outer solution of slow (ambipolar-di †usion regulated) infall through a subcritical envelope. Since shows that mainequation (35) taining an r~2 density proÐle requires a spatially uniform infall speed in that region, we can associate the density proÐle that is shallower than r~2 in the outer core (Fig. 4a) with the region of spatially decreasing infall speeds. Thus, the decreasing infall speeds and shallower density proÐles in the outer core are two manifestations of the same phenomenon : the presence of dynamically important magnetic Ðelds in the subcritical envelope. The magnetic similarity solution discussed earlier in this paper is not valid in outer core due to the important e †ect of the background magnetic Ðeld B ref .
Mass Accretion Rate
In the regime where a similarity solution is valid (where C and G are the only dimensional parameters), the mass accretion rate onto a central protostar must be proportional M 0 to C3/G based on dimensional arguments alone. However, the constant of proportionality is not uniquely speciÐed, and depends on the particular similarity solution being considered. The standard solution of has at Shu (1977) M 0 \ 0 t \ 0 since the cloud is at rest, followed by an M 0 \ 0.975C3/G as a free-fall Ñow is established near the protostar. The asymptotic form of the LP solution yields M 0 \ 29C3/G at t \ 0.
has extended the LP solution past H77 t \ 0 and Ðnds that rises to the constant value 47C3/G M 0 for t [ 0 as a free-fall Ñow is established near the protostar. These two solutions represent two limits of an inÐnite number of possible similarity solutions for spherical collapse & Summers the constant in (H77 ; Whitworth 1985) ; front of C3/G in all these solutions falls somewhere between 0.975 and 47 for the time period t [ 0.
In their numerical solutions, and follow the H77 FC93 evolution past t \ 0 and Ðnd that does approach the LP M 0 value in the central region immediately after t \ 0, but that it decreases with time thereafter.
argues that this is due H77 to the infall of matter from the outer parts of the cloud, which had infall speeds less than 3.3C at t \ 0.
Our approximate similarity solution predicts that the infall velocity in the inner region of a supercritical core will approach [2.07C at t \ 0, with Immediately M 0 \ 13C3/G. after t \ 0, we expect that there will be a rise in as the M 0 inÑow in the neighborhood of the newly formed point mass transforms to near free-fall, as occurs in the LP solution. However, we can predict that will eventually decrease M 0 when matter from the more slowly infalling outer core (as shown in and discussed in reaches the pro- Fig. 4b°5.1.2) tostar. Therefore, one of the important physical e †ects of the supercritical core boundary, which results in decreased infall speeds in the outer core, is to reduce in time for M 0 t [ 0. This e †ect is of course not predicted by any of the similarity solutions, which assume that there is no outer scale in the problem. An exact history of for t [ 0 (i.e., M 0 exactly how much mass falls in at what rate) in the realistic case with magnetic Ðelds must await a detailed calculation of the postÈstellar core formation evolution of a supercritical core.
Observational Implications
Our results imply that there will be signiÐcantly supersonic inÑow in the inner region of a core just prior to protostar formation. However, the supersonic infall will only occur in a very small central region. The extensive parameter study of and shows that, for BM94, BM95a, BM95b observationally realistic ionization levels, the infall speed equals about 0.2C at the core boundary and increases inward, but it can become supersonic only in the region pc. concluded that the Shu solution (Zhou 1992) provides a better Ðt to observations than the LP solution since the latter predicts much larger line widths than are observed. However, we must caution that this comparison unrealistically assumed that the LP solution applied at all radii. A similarity solution is expected to apply only asymptotically in some small radii limit, and have pointed FC93 out that accounting for a slowly infalling outer envelope (where most of the mass is located) makes the di †erent scenarios difficult to distinguish using spectral lines, given the current beam resolutions. Our semianalytic model predicts a qualitatively similar inner solution to the LP solution, and magnetic Ðelds provide a natural reason why most of the outer material is falling in much more slowly (e.g., the models of Therefore, we conclude, FM93 ; CM94 ; BM94). as did, that only observations with very small beam FC93 sizes can distinguish between the di †erent models in the prestellar phase.
The scenario we describe in this paper helps explain recent observations which imply a time-dependent mass accretion rate onto a protostar. The study of et Bontemps al.
which associates a mass accretion rate with the (1996), observed power in molecular outÑows, infers a di †erence in of over an order of magnitude between the youngest M 0 observed protostars, the Class 0 objects Ward-(Andre , Thompson, & Barsony and the older Class I protos-1993), tars. Using a di †erent technique based on lifetimes and envelope masses in the two stages, Ward-Thompson (1996) 
is in good agreement with the Class 0 value of WardFurthermore, as we have argued in Thompson (1996) .
we expect that will decrease in later stages when°5.1.3, M 0 the mass shells that were in the outer core and moving relatively slowly at t \ 0 reach the protostar.
L imits to Self-Similar Analysis
Although all isothermal collapse solutions achieve an inÐnite central density in a Ðnite time, we must keep in mind that nature does not really allow the formation of a density singularity. A quasi-hydrostatic core (or protostar) is formed at a sufficiently high (but not inÐnite) central density. It begins to form when the opacity rises enough to create a central nonisothermal region. The numerical simulations of showed that this begins at a central Larson (1969) density cm~3, but that opacity e †ects are n n,c B 1011 important only in a tiny central region of size less than 10 AU. This relatively small region of nonisothermality is due to the highly nonhomologous nature of gravitational collapse in a Ðnite temperature cloud ; we can arrive at the same size estimate by calculating the size of the central region R at this density using equations and An (3) (12). isothermal similarity solution is expected to have this inner radial limit of validity when the central density exceeds 1011 cm~3. The highly nonhomologous collapse is what allows the LP and Shu solutions to be used in all but this small inner region even when the central density exceeds 1011 cm~3. Our analytic description of the collapse in terms of an approximate similarity solution also has the same inner limit of validity.
There is also an outer radial limit of validity for all similarity solutions, i.e., the location where the boundary e †ects begin to be important. Our comparison of self-similar proÐles with the results of (e.g., and 4) shows that, BM94
Fig. 3 at any given time, the numerical solution begins to depart from the self-similar proÐle when where R is the r/R Z 10, instantaneous scale factor given by equation (3).
A signiÐcant result of our analysis is the expected supersonic infall speed and estimated mass accretion rate at t \ 0. The exact value of the constant in the M 0 \ 13C3/G mass accretion rate may di †er somewhat from 13 for at least two reasons. First, the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium assumption made in the thin-disk approximation will not be valid once the collapse in the inner region is highly dynamic. The central region will then collapse in a more isotropic manner, and there will be signiÐcant infall from all directions, including the vertical. This will raise above M 0 our estimate. Second, the formation of a protostellar core will take place before the central density can actually become inÐnite, so the infall velocity onto the core at t \ 0 may be slightly smaller than the limiting value we use. This will tend to reduce below our estimate. Overall, our M 0 expectation is that the mass accretion rate at t \ 0 will still be about an order of magnitude above C3/G, and that although it will rise somewhat immediately after t \ 0 when a near free-fall is established in the vicinity of the protostar, it will eventually decline signiÐcantly when matter from the outer core falls onto the protostar.
SUMMARY
We have analyzed the approach to self-similarity in the inner region of a collapsing supercritical core by using a semianalytic model. Physical arguments have been used to analytically express self-similar proÐles of physical variables in terms of a scale factor R(t). Magnetic Ðelds allow for an exact similarity solution if the core collapses with constant mass-to-Ñux ratio k (Ñux freezing). However, ambipolar diffusion continues to increase k in the supercritical phase and leads to a signiÐcant decrease in magnetic support against gravity in the innermost region. The evolution of k is parameterized in our model by a power-law dependence where is the central column density. While the k P p c v , p c inner spatial proÐles remain very nearly self-similar, the most signiÐcant e †ect of ambipolar di †usion is to accelerate the contraction, transforming it from a nearÈquasi-static contraction into a dynamic collapse. The semianalytic solution is in excellent agreement with the inner numerical solution of & Mouschovias We obtain the Basu (1994).
